
Finding the best of the bunch

Not since the rise of the Internet itself has an industry been so fraught with snake oil-style promises of success for so little outlay, so much 
misinformation, so much false advertising and services that seem too good to be true.

Executive summary

You’ve identified the need to adopt cloud computing, so what’s next? There’s a 
lot of advertising that sound too good to be true (because it usually is) and a lot 
of confusing messages in the market. Knowing what you need and what to ask 
a provider will help you cut through the noise.

Cloud computing can be fraught with peril for the uninitiated, but the best way to cut 

through the noise is to know what to ask. The right information will make the field a lot less 

scary and let you see through all the empty promises and colourful marketing.

 First, recognise that a cloud computing provider is much more than just a service that 

rents you time or space in a data centre. As the field grows and matures, movement between 

clouds is becoming the norm, and the best operators specialise in getting your data or 

processes into the right environment (and moving them if necessary), not just selling you 

rack space.

 Think of a cloud provider as a data management partner, ready to keep up with your 

circumstances and make the necessary changes to get the best out of your cloud IT budget.

 How do you know whether a public cloud service, your own private cloud infrastructure 

or a blend of both is best? And what about this time next year? Your business is going to 

change – hopefully thanks to expansion and success. If you’ve spent a good deal of money 

on a private cloud build but find it can’t handle the increased workload thanks to a great year, 

one wrong step could undo everything you’ve achieved.

The right questions

 Sound out a provider’s long game by asking them how they’d respond to such changes 

in your business. If the answer is a vague variation on ‘buy more servers’, move on. They 

should ask you a lot of questions in turn. What does your data do? Where does it have to 

live? What’s critical and what’s not? You don’t have to know the answers right away, but the 

company who knows how they’ll affect you in future is a great start.

 Before you make contact with any vendors, do your homework online about how much 

actual cloud expertise they have and how easy they’ll be to deal with. Reselling cloud 

services is a pretty easy racket and there are a lot of companies who can talk the talk but are 

simple IT management consultants rebadging another service without really knowing the best 

thing for your organisation.

 Read their website. Does it have an FAQ explaining the terms you’ve been hearing but are 

still confused about? Will such a plain-English approach continue when or if you sign with 

them? Is there a 24/7 support channel like online chat so you can get in touch with casual 

questions or a major crisis?
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Look towards the end

 It also helps to think of a cloud computing service as a marriage you’re not really sure 

of, keeping one eye on what you’ll do if you want to move on. Read the fine print of an 

agreement carefully, and if need be show it to your in-house counsel or company lawyer. 

As always there are technical, financial and strategic angles to consider when ending a 

relationship with any vendor.

 You might be surprised how many companies hold a provision protecting them from 

having to give your data back if you leave – regardless of whether you break a contract 

or stay for a full term.

 You might also be slugged with penalty fees or other sneaky charges you can’t avoid 

if you have a sudden growth spurt and have no choice but to leave.

 Be equally sure you understand the environment and infrastructure you’ll be using if you 

sign up. A lot of cloud services are built on common operating systems (many of them open 

source) that make moving to a new provider relatively painless.

 But if you’ve invested time and money in software or processes to suit a specialised 

software environment, you’ll not only never see that money again, it will cost you even more 

to reprogram or further develop to meet the infrastructure requirements at your next provider.

 Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are also very different, so make sure you find one that 

suits your requirements before you sign on the dotted line. 99.99 percent uptime sounds 

great on paper, but if your business or brand would suffer from being offline for even a 

couple of hours, such glowing figures might not be good enough.

 Even industry analyst Gartner found last year that the average cost of downtime was 

a staggering $5,600 per minute. n 
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